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Faela! „Camina“
Latin-Balkan-Flamenco-Reggae-Swing-Festa from Sweden
Camina is the second album by the band Faela! which is released on flowfish.records (the debut
album, which was originally self-released, has already been put out on flowfish.records in July 2011).
„Baila nina baila!“ („Dance girl dance!“) sing Faela! and make the audience dance at their SwedishFesta. Latin rhythms, Balkan melodies, Reggae beats, Flamenco, Rock‘n‘Roll and Swing all meet in
their songs which tell stories about very special people and locations. These stories find their
very particular expression in Spanish, Portuguese, Swedish, English and „Mowish“, a self-invented
nonsense language. Most of the compositions and stories come from frontman Hugo Coronel, but it
is the manifold influences of all band members that add up to the unmistakable Faela! sound of the
quite diverse songs. The 8 musicians, all of whom are excellent soloists and nearly all of whom are
also acrobats, are from Argentina, Sweden, Chile and Bosnia. They enrich the band not only with their
eventful life stories but also with a diverse range of musical preferences. What unites them is the
effervescent passion for playing good music, of which each of the 10 songs on Camina are telling –
be it ballads like „Rosa“ or „Franca“, party tracks like „Kamel“or „Outro EU“, or the relaxed reggae
track „Ryggel“, in which singer Ayla Adams voices the main part. Formed in 2006 in the cosmopolitan
city Malmö (Sweden), Faela! have very successfully been touring festivals all over Europe for the
past 5 years. The Faela!-Festa is celebrated on big stages, like for example at the Fusion or MASALA
World-Beat Festival, just as much as on the many street festivals at which they are regularly elected
as the audience’s favourite. Faela! have taken the hearts of their live audiences by storm, and we are
now happy to release their CDs all over Europe and to be able to celebrate their Faela-Festa with ever
more people!
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